
From the Revcoms (Revolutionary Communists) 

U.S. And Israel: Hands Off the Palestinian People!
Israel: STOP the Genocidal State of Siege and 
War Against 2 Million Palestinians Trapped in Gaza! 
U.S. Imperialism STOP Your Bloody Arming of Israel!
Hamas Is Not a Force for Liberation— 
The Palestinian People Need a Real Revolution!
The People of the World Need REAL Revolution  
and a Whole New Emancipating Way to Live!
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The current conflict and the eruption of Israel’s genocidal 
onslaught against the Palestinian people in Gaza was ultimately 
“provoked” by Israel’s utterly unjust takeover of Palestine, the exile 
of most of its people, and Israel’s oppressive rule over the millions 
of Palestinian people who remained there. Hamas is a reactionary 
Islamist organization, pursuing reactionary ends with reactionary, brutal 
means; yet the fact remains that Israel, and behind it the U.S., have done 
and continue every day to do the far greater damage, including robbing 
the Palestinian people of their homeland and their fundamental rights, and 
confining millions of them in the open-air prison that is Gaza. The stand of 
people in this country must be to oppose the U.S. and its henchman Israel.

In the midst of this carnage and the threat of far worse, the need for 
revolution cries out loudly. A total revolution—one aiming to overthrow 
the system of capitalism-imperialism and root out all relations of 
exploitation, all relations of one country or one people dominating other 
countries and other peoples, and in fact, all relations where one part 
of humanity dominates and oppresses another. A revolution—NOT for 
revenge, but to emancipate all humanity, all over the world.

The revolutionary leader and architect of the new communism, Bob 
Avakian, says:

We can no longer afford to allow these imperialists to continue to 
dominate the world and determine the destiny of humanity. And it 
is a scientific fact that humanity does not have to live this 
way—a whole different way to organize society, a whole better 
world, is possible.  
– from The Bob Avakian Interviews on The RNL—Revolution, 
Nothing Less!—Show

In the interests of humanity, NOW is the time for YOU to become part 
of this emancipating revolution! Get with the revcoms.

For news and analysis on the role of Israel as an enforcer of Imperialism, and the need and basis for real revolution:

Many years ago, speaking to the 
global clash between “Jihad” (Islamic 
fundamentalist terrorism) and “McWorld/
McCrusade” (American imperialism), and 
the urgent need to “bring forward another 
way,” Bob Avakian wrote:

What we see in contention here with 
Jihad on the one hand and McWorld/
McCrusade on the other hand, are 
historically outmoded strata among 
colonized and oppressed humanity up 
against historically outmoded ruling strata 
of the imperialist system. These two 
reactionary poles reinforce each other, 
even while opposing each other. If you 
side with either of these “outmodeds,” you 
end up strengthening both.

While this is a very important 
formulation and is crucial to 
understanding much of the dynamics 
driving things in the world in this period, 
at the same time we do have to be clear 
about which of these “historically 
outmodeds” has done the greater 
damage and poses the greater threat to 
humanity: It is the “historically outmoded 
ruling strata of the imperialist system,” 
and in particular the U.S. imperialists.


